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CLUB MEETINGS
January 2019
3rd

Lorna Preece - Update on
Colchester Refuge

Host/VOT Alan Tindall
10th

Peter Jones The story of L33

Host/VOT Peter Powell
17th

Simon Hall MBE - My
Year as the Sheriff.

Host/VOT Trevor Hunnaball

Wishing you all a healthy,
happy and busy New Year!

24th

Business Meeting

OoR

Bill Frame

31st

Partners Dinner at
Marks Tey Hotel

Inspiring Para Stuart
Visits Forum

Speaker: David Pryce on
Forensic Science

We were extremely
fortunate to have ex-Para
Stuart Pearson visit us
this
month with an
incredible
and
breathtaking talk. Full
story inside.

Host/VOT John Threlfall

February 2019
7th

Peter Moye Armed Police Work

Host/VOT Louis Thorp
14th Will Quince ‘My Time as
Colchester’s MP”
Host/VOT VP Michael Jones
21st

TBA

Host/VOT Kevin Sturdy
28th

Business Meeting

OoR

Jo Portway

A big thank you
from Santa…
Our Christmas station
collection in December was
very rewarding. Not as cold as
last year, but still dark and
early, our volunteer Santas
(Mike Jones seen here)

managed to raise £1200 which
will go towards East Anglian
Children’s Hospice. Well done
Santas!
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EDITORIAL

RAMBLINGS

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

As a Past President I have been asked to write January’s Ramblings however I am
writing this before Christmas (because of Jo’s deadlines). Therefore, I want you all to
make-believe that in fact it is January and I hope that you all had a wonderful
Christmas and are looking forward to a Happy and Healthy 2019!

Here we go - into another
new year. 2018 had its ups
and downs (but don’t they
all?). Did you make any new
year resolutions? What do
they mean? Why do (some of
us) make them? Are they
about survival—living
healthier, better, longer? New
Ye a r ’s r e s o l u t i o n s a r e
examples of the universal
human desire to have some
control over what will be
coming in the months ahead
because the future is
unsettlingly unknowable. Not
knowing what is coming
means we don’t know what
we need to know to keep
ourselves safe. To counter the
worrisome powerlessness,
we do things to take control
and make a NYR. It probably
doesn’t matter whether we
achieve our aims.
Committing to them, at least
for as long as we can, gives
us a feeling of more control
over the uncertain days to
come. (Didn’t mention the
‘B’ word once!)
I’ve been told the following
by a friend who took her
husband to the January sales.
Of course she lost sight of
him in the rush but both had
mobiles on them so she rang
asking him where he was.
“Well,” he started “do you
remember about 5 years ago
we were out shopping and
looked in a special jewellers
and you saw a ring that you
really loved?” Oh how lovely
my friend thought; how
lucky am I having a husband
like that? “Yes” she said with
a smile of anticipation “Well,
I am in the pub next door”.
Hope your other half is doing
the right thing for you …

Happy ‘First Footing’ and
a happy, peaceful, healthy
2019!

Jo

I am sure, like me, that Cas’s wife Julie was in your thoughts at this festive time as it is
a time when we all tend to think of those that we miss.

This very morning, I have been collecting, along with other colleagues, for East
Anglian Children’s Hospice at Colchester Station. Although I hate getting up early
and trying to keep warm, I love watching people’s reactions to seeing us. Some
look straight through you as if you are invisible. Some cannot make any eye
contact. Some cannot respond to “Good Morning”. Some never have any change
(I’ll always accept notes!) Some walk into the wall. Some appear to be in a
Zombie-like state. Fortunately, some do stop and donate and this morning we
raised £363 and we have two more mornings to go. Well done to Andrew Crayston
for organising.
As we come to the end of this year, we ought to reflect on and be proud of how much
we put into our local community either with our fund-raising events or youth activities.
On top of this we continue to support international charities and projects with our
activities. I look forward to us continuing to support those charities which were chosen
by President Cas. We go straight into the New Year with Mock Interviews and Youth
Speaks in January. All these events and activities are reliant on you - our members supporting and volunteering for them. It is good to see some of our newer members
getting involved and helping.
I would like to thank Peter Powell and Michael Jones for stepping in and continuing to
develop Cas’s programme so smoothly.

Finally let’s all put our effort into ensuring that in 2019 we continue to make
Forum a club that retains its enjoyable atmosphere and is a club that is attractive to
prospective new members.
Best Wishes to You All

Tony Dutch
Christmas meal at the Rose & Crown.
Pictures show Michael Jones and a
group shot. Great fun
had by all!

DIARY DATES:
23rd Jan 2019
Mock job interviews at
Colchester High School (prov)
Jan
Youth Speaks
Intermediate and Senior
Jan
Young Carers Cooking Course
5th Feb
Future of Forum discussion at R&C
8th Feb
Annie at the Mercury
16th Feb
P & A Wood visit - Peter Hill
24th Feb
District PHF lunch for all club PHF’s,
Channels, Chelmsford
20th March
District Council Meeting Writtle
April 2019
RYLA
May 2019
Youth Speaks Junior
June 2019
Careers Talks
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Meeting December 6th - Dr John Baker - Special Education by Colin Bennett
Dr John Baker, a retired headteacher was recently handed an MBE for services to education after working in
special needs schools in Essex for 34 years. Dr Baker spent most of his careers as headteacher of The Edith
Borthwick School in Braintree, which helps youngsters with severe and complex
learning difficulties. As a former Ofsted inspector, he was an interim headteacher at
other Essex special schools experiencing difficulties in Colchester, Witham and
Harlow.
Dr Baker, who lives in Colchester, currently serves as a National Leader of
Governance in supporting school governing bodies in our region and for many years
was chairman of the governing body of St John's Church of England Primary School
in Colchester which was rated outstanding by Ofsted during his time there. He is also
chairman of governors at Queen Boudicca Primary School in Colchester and remains
the vice chairman of governors of The Edith Borthwick School.
John admitted that his doctorate was earned after he retired, when he had time from
his numerous commitments to study. He is a man committed to giving to society, and
was a Colchester Borough councillor for many years until 2000 and is now an Essex
County Councillor responsible for a “big chunk”of Colchester. His passion, to help
children with special needs is very self evident from his years of involvement
working as a teacher in this section of education. One must be very careful in
attaching adjectives to people, but John saved me the problem by self describing
Dr John Baker himself as “nerdy!” Certainly his knowledge of the various educational Acts since 1870
were akin to an avid observer of train numbers, but these must have been an essential part
of his path to help, sympathise, and perhaps more importantly, classify the various types and severity of, what
we call today, special needs.
Severe learning difficulties (Kingswood Hoe), profound multiple learning disabilities, (Lexden Springs), are
just a tip of the descriptive iceberg. We have Autistic Spectrum Disorder, and on that continuum (whatever that
means!!) we embrace children with no understanding and language, through to others who could be helped with
careful understanding in a mainstream school. All very complex.
It is not surprising that ASD was not
recognized until 1970. It appears to be coming more and more common. It is my
observation that the same can be said for dyslexia, ADD and ADHD (attention
disorders). Whether that is a physical change in the younger generation, or the
greater use of new labels to describe old problems is a debate which I would not
care to join.
John said he could go on for hours, but time ran out and David London was the
first to observe, that in the early years of our club, we helped out in providing a
play area for Oxley House. Our speaker remarked how good that was but was
gracious enough not to mention that the school has claims against it from former
pupils.
John Threlfall brought in an interesting topic asking about the trend for schools
Bill delivering the vote of
to focus on results and the 3 ‘R’s at the expense of a wider and more useful
thanks
educational grounding. This is certainly something about which our speaker felt
strong agreement. Bill Ward gave a vote of thanks full of feeling, saying that it
takes a special kind of person to deal with children with mental difficulties and that our speaker was indeed an
unsung hero.

The raffle is finally won!
And the winner is …... After months of waiting the weekly raffle
was finally won by Lyndee Oscar (£400+). A huge rush of drink
orders came Lyndee’s way immediately after.
Lyndee very
generously made a charitable donation. Hopefully she spent some
of the money on herself and not just on the kids! Congratulations
Lyndee.
So far this year £312.75 has been raised for the charity pot so the International
Committee is on track to raise at least £500 by the end of the Rotary year...so keep on
buying your raffle tickets and well done to Mary for managing this.
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NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
Do you make New Year’s Resolutions? A quick survey of Forum suggests the following:
Tony D: The only NYR I made some time ago was never to make them.
David L: Have had a quick ponder on this one & the only one I can
immediately come back to relates to my schooldays which was "Never get
caught!!"
Andrew C: To finish any jobs that I start
David J : To repeat last year’s resolution and have another dry January.
Bill F: At my age I have given up making them on the basis I may not live
long enough to see them fulfilled!!
David B : I always wish for good health, happiness especially surrounding my
wife and family, and a falling golf handicap! Jennie is forcing some on me this
next year-eat less butter and sugar-and get a big holiday booked for 2020 i.e.
Vietnam, New Zealand or back to Africa! (Remember to send us pix - Ed)
Peter P: It had better be to diet and reduce alcohol after this cruise we’re on!
Jon N: To try and keep up with other Rotary Club members holidays (This will be tough but I will try). To never make
another food related NYR as I break them too easy. To spend more time with the family.
Colin B: I am blessed with 12 grandchildren and another on the way. My resolution would be to make more effort to
see them regularly, particularly because they all live within 30 minutes from home.
Julia H: I resolved a long time ago not to make new year resolutions as I’m not very good at keeping them. I do,
however, always have a drink at midnight, raising a glass to everyone I know and praying that the new year will bring
them good fortune, much love and happiness.
Robert J: In short: eat less, do more exercise, stay fit, visit at least two new places, read unread books, see more of the
grandchildren, and perhaps with them in mind pray for peace and justice in our country and the world in these
“interesting” but uncertain times …
Others that came in:
1) May the New Year bring you courage to break your resolutions early! 2) My plan is to swear off every kind of virtue,
so that I triumph even when I fall! 3) To tolerate fools more gladly, provided this does not encourage them to take up
more of my time; 4) Spend money on things that create memories; 5) Turn off the Internet and television and read a
book before falling asleep; 6) Stop going to the gym every day, eating stacks of fresh fruit and veg, don’t drink 2 litres
of water each day; instead sit in front of the TV and veg out. At my age, it won’t make any difference what I do!!
Nick Clarke: When writing a recent talk to give in church I realised again that the power of human contact with another
person is so valuable and that this must not be forgotten in an age of electronic communication. Not only is this method
usually ineffective because you never know how the other person is receiving the message but it also is more often than
not sent in a ridiculous form of the English language.
Loneliness is so misunderstood and the power of simply making contact is huge and life
changing. It is the best gift we can give to somebody. So that is what I am going to try and
do better
Here are some facts about loneliness which could be described as social isolation. Apart
from actually being alone physically It could happen in a crowd, at a party, at a meeting by
not being recognised, by not having a purpose or by not feeling valued and important.
9 million people in the UK are often or always lonely; 43% of 17 to 25-year olds are lonely;
50% of disabled people will be lonely on a given day; 3.9 million people say that TV is their
only contact with people; 360,000 people say they do not have a conversation with a friend
each week; 16.1% of all people say they feel increasingly invisible; Over 50% of people
over the age of 75 live alone.
So, let us ask ourselves what can we do to make a life better, can we make a phone call,
write a letter, visit somebody or arrange for them to visit other people in a similar situation.
Whatever we can do will make a difference to that person.
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Meeting Report - December 13th - Sgt Stuart Pearson & the Kajaki Minefield
Incident by Bill Frame
Those of us who were present at lunch on 13th December were privileged to hear the
story of outstanding courage and fortitude told to us by Sgt Stuart Pearson of an event
in Afghanistan which took place on 6th September 2006.
The events told by Sgt Pearson in his own matter of fact way were related to a patrol
lead by Corporal Hale of the 3rd Parachute Regiment getting trapped in a mine field
near the Kajaki Dam and the efforts made to rescue them. Initially it had started when
Corporal Hale stepped on a mine and lost part of his leg. The explosion was heard and
seen from another post and under the command of Corporal Mark Wright a rescue
mission was mounted. Included in that rescue
team was the then Corporal Stuart Pearson who
himself stood on a mine and as a result lost his
left leg. Things were clearly getting serious and
the decision was made to medi evac the
casualties. Unfortunately a decision was made
to send a Chinook helicopter which on approaching the scene set off
another mine due to the downdraft from the blades which badly injured
Corporal Wright. It was then realised that the only way to get the
injured out was to send for a Black Hawk helicopter which had a winch
but they would take some time to get there. Unfortunately another mine went off which further injured
Corporal Wright. It was some 5 hours since the initial explosion before they could be winched out to a
Chinook with medical facilities. It was during the flight back to Camp Bastion that Corporal Wright died
from his injuries but for his outstanding courage and leadership he was
awarded the George Cross.
Sgt Pearson then related the medical events to treat his injuries and help his
recovery through surgical procedure mainly ensuring that his right leg was
saved. After making a recovery through
Selly Oak Hospital and Headley Court Sgt
Pearson having been then promoted from
Corporal and awarded the Queens Gallantry
Medal decided that he would get on with
Robert & Stuart
his life and embarked on what could only
be described as a series of extreme sports
which resulted in him breaking his shoulder
(skiing) and his main leg(sky diving!) He also engaged in marathon walking
and climbing Three Peaks. He was discharged from the Army in 2012 on a pension and compensation and
has since the been an active promoter of BLESMA (British Limbless Ex-Servicemen’s Association). This
incident was then made into a film in 2014 and Sgt Pearson was involved with the film and his part was
taken by Scott Kyle who he met at the premiere of the film.
Robert Jacklin expressed the clubs honour in hearing this story of heroism and gallantry told by Sgt Pearson
in a desperate situation.
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Meeting Report -

29th

November - Anthony Roberts by Andrew Crayston

Rotarians and their partners met at the Colchester Golf Club for an evening of
fellowship and with special guest speaker Anthony Roberts from the Colchester
Arts Centre and who has recently been awarded a Paul Harris Fellowship by
our club.
Anthony firstly treated us to background about Charles Dickens and told us of
his performances in Colchester in 1849 and 1852, these were in a 2000 seater
theatre lit by gaslight and called the Theatre Royal which was in Queen Street
at the site of the Old Bus Station.
Then, amazingly and completely from memory he brilliantly recited the first act
of Charles Dickens Christmas Carol – “Ghost of Christmas Past” featuring of
course Ebenezer Scrooge BAH-HUMBUG !
He
actually knew the entire play by heart.
After questions Tony Dutch thanked Anthony for his
brilliant performance and continued to congratulate
Anthony on confirmation of the half million pound
grant confirmed for improvements to the Arts Centre and for which I believe
Louis’s son Neil had considerable involvement. He also commended him for the
recent fun over the “cables amnesty” which received national coverage suggesting
that people bring in old redundant cables to be recycled.
A great evening was enjoyed by all chaired by Rotarian Mike Jones.

FORUM FREEWHEELERS by Marilyn Ward
After a wet and gloomy day on Tuesday, Wednesday
December 12th turned out to be a beautiful day with
sunshine and blue skies. Geraldine, a member of
Stoke-by-Nayland Golf Club, had booked lunch for
us there. She arrived with Val and, ever resourceful,
explained how she had solved the problem of a lack
of Blue Badge parking spaces. She parked in the
only available spot and then contacted the Ladies’
Captain to explain why there was a strange car in
her allotted space. (The captain was, fortunately,
very understanding). Then, before lunch Geraldine
showed us the X-rays of the recent operation on her
foot – before and after. A remarkable difference.
The lunch was a self service buffet but the staff were
ever present, attentive and helpful. One of them

kindly took the excellent photo of our group.
Viv, who recently returned from visiting her son in California suggested a new method of cooking the turkey
for Christmas dinner. For Thanksgiving Viv and her family sampled a deep fried turkey. This was prepared
by first purchasing the necessary container for the peanut oil which was then heated. The turkey was lowered
into the oil and half an hour or so later a lovely succulent moist turkey was ready to eat. This method was
suggested recently in a British newspaper and Viv can vouch for its success.
Our meal and coffee finished, Gill C. was first to leave, saying she wished to visit the club shop. We all
followed a little later and discovered, not only golf equipment and clothing, but lots of attractive gifts
suitable for Christmas presents. We left Gill still deciding which top she preferred (the
white one looked very attractive).
Thank you Geraldine for arranging a very happy and relaxing outing. I hope everyone had
an enjoyable Christmas and wish everyone all the best for 2019 whatever the result of the
“B-word.”
Birthdays: Jan 17, Nancy Dean. Feb 12, Doris Fleury.
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Age Concern Colchester – our own Charity for the elderly by Colin Bennett
I promised in last month’s OD to update everyone on the remarkable transformation of Age Concern.
But before I do, I want to lay to rest some of the scepticism which I know exists amongst a number of
older Forum members. They recall the time when we used to play an active role in ferrying older people
about as a club charitable exercise. They know of the decline of the charity and may have questioned
the extent of the need of people the charity served. The name Age Concern today can, understandably
engage the “off” switch.
As an independent Colchester charity, the organisation through its decline affiliated
with Age UK which itself has attracted public criticism. That affiliation was a mistake, I
believe, as was a lot of poor management decisions going back 15 years or so. But that
is history. That is past. It provided us with the opportunity to save (yes – save!) a
worthwhile charity from oblivion. Let us back track.
When our Tony identified the desirability for Forum to help older folk, I phoned the
council and asked where they refer older Colcestrians needing help. The unequivocal
answer was – Age Concern. When a number of Forum members met up with the charity, we found them at
their wits end, unable to manage the demand on them due to lack of funding (the councils grants had
vanished in public spending cutbacks), Their lease was running out and they had serious reparation costs to
cover. Had it not been for our swift and determined action, this
worthwhile cause would have foundered.
One of the first things to encourage was the disenfranchisement from
Age UK and conversion back to an independent Colchester charity.
A new Chief Operating officer was needed and we appointed Jonathan
Moore who many will remember gave us a talk at the Rose and Crown.
He was full of bright ideas but ill health caused his tenure to be short.
We remember him mostly for his idea of the pantomime horse race
which has evolved into an event full of community as well as charitable
purpose. He was replaced by Simon Prestney who has been instrumental
in the remarkable transformation of the charity as we see it today. (Many of Colin and Richard in the
you will recognise Simon as Pat Prestney’s son.) Pat was last year’s president pantomime horse race…
of the Colchester Rotary Club.
As I mentioned in last month’s OD, the new premises at 63 North Hill were
officially opened by Will Quince on 14th December. This was a great occasion and Will did a
marvellous speech underlining the demands on the charity from the many areas of need of the older folk
in the town. Not to miss a trick, we combined the occasion with the launch of a public information
video and raised £1000 which was doubled by match funding from
Barclays bank.
So, you may ask, what those needs and how are we meeting them?
The most important remains advice and guidance through the financial
allowance maze. We obtain benefits of over £1 million each year for
old folk who are unaware of their entitlements. This is done through
personal visits bringing an holistic basket of comfort. 467 people came
through our doors last month and we have just
received a 5* rating from the environmental health
officer. What else?
Befriending, Chiropody, Legal surgery, IT support,
Keep fit, Yoga, Sewing / knitting, Craft, Bridge
club, Art club….
The list could go on. Our Lyndee regularly offers her expertise in backs/necks/
posture.
We have 48 volunteers helping with befriending giving 3000 hours of friendship this
year to combat loneliness.
There are so many areas where help and support is needed. Many old folk do not live
in the computer world yet many things can only be accessed online. People need
help with blue badge applications, council tax benefit, pension and universal credit.
On a more human note, we have started a much needed bereavement service.
I will get Simon to come and give us a lunchtime talk backed by the new video I have mentioned. In the
meantime, my earnest request is that we do not park this achievement in the dusty corner of yesterday.
It is today’s story. It is a success story and it is ours. It ticks every box of our Rotary purpose.

